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NNABA Applauds Efforts to Abandon
Derogatory Native Imagery and Terms
November is Native American Heritage Month. Native American heritage is,
inherently, American heritage. To be celebrated! Yet, in countless and fundamental
ways, this country has erased Native heritage and buried it beneath an onslaught
of derogatory language and terms.
Since the dawn of this country, and contemporaneous with the harmful federal
policies aimed at dispossessing and assimilating Native peoples, inaccurate and
harmful stereotypes have reimagined Natives as inferior, lawless, interchangeable
… savage. The dominant narratives regarding Native peoples are of course
intentional, serving to justify those otherwise genocidal polices and to legitimize the
great American taking. These narratives have morphed and reproduced over time,
forming a formidable cultural phenomenon that includes mascots, hyper-sexualized
caricatures, “tribal” décor and fashion, and socially permissible epithets.
Reducing the hundreds of diverse tribal nations and millions of Native people to
cartoons is far from “honoring”. It is harmful. There is now ample evidence showing
how Native caricatures and stereotypes contribute to a disregard for the humanity
of Native peoples and cause serious psychological, social, and cultural
consequences for Natives.[1] Natives are more likely than any other race to
experience violence at the hands of someone of a different race.[2] Natives are
also more likely than any other race to both attempt and complete suicide.[3]
However, the winds whisper change. As the National Congress of American
Indians note, hundreds of tribal nations, national and regional tribal organizations,
civil rights organizations, school boards, sports teams, sports and media

personalities, and individuals have all called for the end to harmful “Indian”
mascots.[4] In 2019, the Cleveland Indians phased out their use of their
cartoonishly red logo.[5] In April of this year, Land O’Lakes phased out the use of a
suggestive illustration of a Native woman adorned in a feather and headband.[6]
And in July, after decades of advocacy, the Washington NFL team decoupled from
their hateful epithet name, red*****.
There is still much work to be done. Hundreds of American secondary schools still
use Natives as their team mascots without tribal consent or input (mascot being a
notably distinct designation from the name of the school or building).[7] Our current
U.S. President felt sufficiently emboldened to use the 17th Century
Tsenacommacah human trafficking victim Pocahontas, as racial epithet against
U.S. Senator Warren during a nationally-televised presidential debate.[8]
This Native American Heritage Month, we call on our relatives to continue the fight
to dismantle the harmful stereotypes of Natives. Our past seven generations have
suffered immense harm from these generalizations, erasure, and hate. But we are
immensely hopeful for the future seven generations.
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